Ratio of pyramidal cells versus non-pyramidal cells in sector CA1 of the human Ammon's horn.
Combined Golgi/pigment studies revealed that pyramidal neurons and non-pyramidal cells of the Ammon's horn of the human adult can be distinguished from each other by their characteristic lipofuscin pigment deposits. In sector CA1, both the typical pyramidal neurons and the modified forms of pyramidal cells contain a modest amount of fine lipofuscin granules while non-pyramidal cells are either pigment-laden or devoid of lipofuscin deposits. Strips running through the whole depth of the pyramidal cell layer and the stratum oriens of CA1 were examined and all nucleolated nerve cells present within these strips were classified and counted (16 brains, age range from 28 to 69 years). Of the 18,510 neurons classified, 16,765 were pyramidal cells, including their modified versions, and 1,745 were non-pyramidal cells. The pyramidal cells, accordingly, were intermixed with 9.4 +/- 1.0% non-pyramidal neurons. The data presented provide a basis for investigation of the aging and diseased human brain.